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$ I have avoided addressing the'members of the AAPA
in the first few months of my membership. I am far
more interested in writing and publishing than I am in
t'amateur journalismr" and besides, silence for & rr'€w,

comer is generally politic. I feel moved to break *y
winter silence, however, with some personal remarks.

$ The first is that personal remarks and opinions seem

to flow pretty freely from the members, which means

that I often merely look at the papers'in the bundles

rather than read them through. I care little for the

biases and assertions of the members, and I certainly

did not join the AAPA to be burdened by the constant

and useless bickering which marks the content of so

many members' journals, The worst thing about this
continual exchange of personal conceits is that it tends

to entrap the innocent, like myself,

$ As a second point I complain that the organization

seems to be unable to get my address straight. My
address was originally mis-r€ad as 154 Ames St., and
letters to various officers over a period of months failed

to get the mailing labels corredted to read L59 Ames
St. A simple clerical error should be easily corredted.

Perhaps some kind member who possesses the author.
ity and ability will correct the records and the mailing
labels.
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Those months in which the mighty collision of egos

subsides enough to allow the hapless ner,p member to

reyiew the bundle without dioersion he discovers syme

printing of inspiratianal quality and slme writing of

fair readnbility, This alone is surely worth the cost of

rutewal. lf the AAPA ns audience are a cantan-

ftrous lot, the new member mfry, if he wishes,retreat

to his egoless editorial silencu, the better to pursue his

lrmn interests in fhis honorable craft.

And sa he daes. . . .
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